
Dear HANDLERS,

You have been officially selected to compete at the Hult Prize Bangkok 2024 Summit hosted in

partnership with Chulalongkorn University on June 21st - 24th, 2024.

Out of the 10,000 teams from 100+ countries that started the 2024 competition, only 360 startups

will continue to the Hult Prize 2024 Summits. This selection highlights your startup's exceptional

potential to make a significant impact on the UN Sustainable Development Goals. Your

achievement is remarkable and sets you on the path to potentially to win 1,000,000 USD of

startup capital. Embrace this opportunity; it's not only a life-changing experience but also a

testament to your dedication and potential.

As an invited startup, you have a few required action items to complete in the next few

days so let’s get to work! 

 

!

 Action items

1. Accept your summit invitation via this Bangkok Summit Acceptance Form by April

11th, at 11:59 pm GMT. If you do not confirm in time, the opportunity will immediately be

given to another startup on our waitlist without notice. This form must only be completed by

your team captain once. Summit transfers are extremely limited and we cannot guarantee

your request can be fulfilled. A Hult Prize representative will be calling your team captain
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shortly, please make sure to keep an eye out for our call. The number will start with +1

(402) XXXXXXX. 

2. Upload your required summit submissions via AcceleratorApp by April 30th, 11:59 PM

GMT. This is mandatory for all competitors and failure to submit on time will result in the

cancellation of your invitation. You are required to write up a business plan using our

provided template here and using your team captain’s existing login on the AcceleratorApp

submission portal. 

3. Confirm your ability to travel to your assigned summit via the Travel Confirmation

Form by May 10th, at 11:59 pm GMT. You will be required to upload a form of travel or

booked itinerary which can be one of the following: your flight ticket, hotel booked, visa

granted, etc. This form must only be completed by your team captain once.

⏭

 What’s next?:

Once you accept your summit invitation, you will receive your Summit City Welcome

Guide which will provide you with the summit agenda, pre-arrival travel tips, and

participation guidelines. 

Once confirm your travel, you will be onboarded to a communication platform, which

could either be Slack/WhatsApp Community, and be introduced to a designated startup

coordinator for your summit.

#

  Resources available for you 

The following tools are available to help you make the most out of your preparation time before

your Summit:  
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Official Summit Invitation - You may individually request your letters via this form link.

These invitation letters can be used as visa support letters for summit competitors. The

Hult Prize Foundation cannot assist you with your individual/group visa applications. For

more information, we highly recommend you consult with your in-country embassies and/or

local certified Visa and Immigration advisor for accurate information specific to your

country. 

Hult Prize Competitors Toolkit - This is where you will find answers to any questions you

have about competing including submission requirements for the summits. Make sure to

bookmark this page. 

Hult Prize Digital Learning Hub - A learning platform developed in partnership with Hult

International Business School to provide Hult Prize participants with essential knowledge

and tools for building impactful social enterprises. New modules for the summits phase will

be released mid-April.  

Summit Welcome Guide (Coming soon) - This live page will be shared with you once

you accept the summit invitation (action item 1) and it will provide you with a summit

agenda, pre-arrival travel tips, and startup guidelines.

$

  We are organizing an online Summit Q&A webinar on April 16th, at 2 PM GMT, to support

you along your competition journey. This is an opportunity for you to ask away any questions you

have about the Hult Prize 2024 Summits competition guidelines, judging criteria, competition

submissions and more. Team captains may register here for a zoom ticket.

 

Thank you for reading through this very important email. It is critical that you complete the above

action items by their respective deadlines in order to confirm your spot. 

If you have any questions, feel free to reach out to us via infohp@hultprize.org and include your

team captain’s email, startup name, university, country, and the name of the city you are

attending. 

Thank you for changing the world through social enterprise!

 

Best regards,

Hult Prize Foundation
Changing the World Through Social Enterprise

hultprize.org
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potentially win 1,000,000 USD of seed funding. 

Team details - 

1. Shubham Jain (Team Leader)
Email - shubham.jain25@bimtech.ac.in
Mob: 9177982258803

2. Sushovan Choudhury
Email - sushovan.choudhury25@bimtech.ac.in
Mob: 919643497887

3. Gaurang Pradhan
Email - gaurang.pradhan25@bimtech.ac.in
Mob: 918858332303

4. Vartika Saxena 
Email - vartika.saxena25@bimtech.ac.in
Mob: 8979216172

5. Purusharth Pandey 
Email - purusharth.pandey25@bimtech.ac.in
Mob: 919407338582

We like to thank the entire e-cell team for showing faith in us and allowing us to participate to showcase our
potential under esteemed guidance of AIC mentors. 

PFB the attached email from HULT Prize org confirming our selection. 
 
Kind regards, 

Shubham Jain 
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